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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers wants customers who buy the Freight Container product to be baled in monthly installments. How
can an administrator meet this requirement? 

A. Create custom fields on the product 

B. Create a default quantity schedule on the product 

C. Create a default revenue schedule on the product 

D. Create a workflow rule on the product 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What will happen when you use dataloader? 

A. Manual sharing rules will not carry over 

B. Ownerbase sharing will be recalculated 

C. Components will be transfer along with dependants 

D. Once transfer - apex test code will automically run 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers would like applicants to apply for multiple positions, tracking how many applicants have applied
and how many positions each individual applicant has applied for. To do this, the Administrator will create a
JobApplication junction object between the Applicant and Position objects. Why will this action meet the requirement? 

A. The junction object allow the administrator to add a workflow rule to update fields on the Position and Applicant
objects 

B. The Job Application object as a master to Position and Applicant objects will allow roll up summary fields on the
Position and Applicant objects 

C. The junction object allows a many to many relationship and also roll up summary fields on the parent objects 

D. A lookup relationship on the Applicant object with Position as the master provides rollup summary fields without code 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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On a monthly basis, an administrator would like to pull data related to service contracts from Salesforce to store
elsewhere. How can an administrator accomplish this? Choose 2 

A. Use the "Object Export" feature under data management 

B. Configure "Schedule Export" option under data export 

C. Use Data Exporter to export data each month 

D. Use Data Loader to export the data each month 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

System admin wants to give "view all data" to users who have different profiles and differents roles. How can he do
this? 

A. Delegate admin to the users 

B. Permission set to those users 

C. Set owd to read/write 

D. Give view all data on that object 

Correct Answer: B 
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